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( Colorado Prophecy )

SJM, November 23, 2020
Colorado has exalted itself and the people thereof
have not repented. I have given that state space to repent but the
people thereof still turn away from Me. They still turn to their Ascended
Masters in whom they trust in. They have allowed perversions on many
levels to afflict My people. The druids and sorcerers of this state I will
measure back in judgment and strike them with confusion. In the high
mountains I have seen their works and behold, I will expose their works
and lay them low in the valley where they will be trampled on and struck
with confusion.
I have seen the whoring’s that have gone on in Denver. For your belly is
full with riches and new growth yet the heathen shall not rejoice in
them, nor those who have rejoiced over My people. I will bring a shaking
to Denver and this will be the trigger to the unfolding of My judgments in
this state. If the people do not repent
I will bring My sword upon this state
and divide it in four different ways to
bring My judgments. Peace shall be
taken away in this state and the sword shall be raised up one against the
other, yet My people shall dwell in safety. I will also bring out the beast
of the field, the pestilence and famine to humble the people in this
state. The refuge places of the evil doers in this state shall be judged.
Think not that safety dwells in them and that earth, rock and stone shall
be a covering for safety. There shall be no fortified place for the evil
doers.
Colorado has been a melting pot for the enemy - those who have been
recruited to be druids, sorcerers, witches, enchanters, palm readers,
psychics, necromancers, star gazers and all the recruitments and works of
darkness to spread blaspheme and lies and all forms of corruption. I will
judge them if they do not turn and repent. I will judge their children,
even to their children’s children. They have defiled themselves by blood,
therefore, they are marked. I will remove the blindfolds of the enemy
that My people may see what they have not been able to see before. No
more battering and swinging at the air, but direct targets shall be hit and
destroyed. This trigger as I have spoken will begin in Denver, the
epicenter. The shaking in the area of Denver shall be My sign. It shall be
one that is out of the ordinary. Take the wooden staff and hit both ends
with it upon the wooden hope chest. Three times, Child, on each end. (I
did as the Lord commanded me.) This act is in accordance to both the
spiritual and physical judgments I will release. Hope is interlaced in
them. Adjourn the meeting.

